**Warranty Conditions:** Effective on any new purchases as of November 1, 2013, Alpha’s new 5-year “No Worries” Warranty applies to bundled systems consisting of at least an Alpha S6 enclosure, an Alpha FXM UPS module, and AlphaCell GEL Batteries. Offer excludes surge suppressors and non-Alpha approved products. Offer available on systems installed in the United States and Canada only. To claim the five-year warranty, claimant must provide a valid proof of purchase (i.e. sales order number and/or serial numbers) showing that the Alpha S6 enclosure, Alpha FXM UPS, and AlphaCell GEL batteries were purchased as a bundle.*

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.ALPHA.CA/NO-WORRIES-WARRANTY**

Alpha’s Outdoor Traffic Enclosure Systems have proven to be so reliable that we are able to increase standard warranty protection from 2 years to 5 years at no additional cost. Our new “No Worries” Warranty provides full coverage of your Alpha S6 enclosure system, Alpha FXM UPS module and AlphaCell GEL batteries for 5 years when purchased as a bundle.*

Alpha’s battery backup power systems have long ensured your traffic lights work even when the power is out. Now, enjoy even more value from your class-leading Alpha solution.

1.800.667.8743 • sales@alpha.ca • www.alpha.ca

---

*Solder Quality Assurance: Effective on any new purchases as of November 1, 2013, Alpha’s new 5-year “No Worries” Warranty applies to bundled systems consisting of at least an Alpha S6 enclosure, an Alpha FXM UPS module, and AlphaCell GEL Batteries. Offer excludes surge suppressors and non-Alpha approved products. Offer available on systems installed in the United States and Canada only. To claim the five-year warranty, claimant must provide a valid proof of purchase (i.e. sales order number and/or serial numbers) showing that the Alpha S6 enclosure, Alpha FXM UPS, and AlphaCell GEL batteries were purchased as a bundle. Standard warranty terms apply to non-bundled items.